P&W Inks EngineWise Deal
with Azul Linhas Aereas
Terma's MASE System on
RNLAF NH90 Helicopters
Ready for Use
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NAC signs for up to 100 ATRs
Regional aircraft leasing specialist NAC and
regional aircraft manufacturer ATR have
signed a Letter of Intent for 35 firm ATR600s, with options for a further 35 and
purchase rights for another 35 units.

American Airlines Orders Airbus
A321XLRs
Airbus has successfully concluded a deal
with American Airlines at the ongoing air
show that will see the US carrier acquire 50
of the new longer-range jetliners. The
A321XLR is based on the A321neo...
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US Military Support: AAR Exclusive
Distributor
AAR has been selected as the exclusive
distributor for Woodward for the promotion
and sale of spare piece parts in support of
US Government fleets. As per the deal,
AAR OEM Solutions...

CFM International on Order Spree at
Le Bourget
Engine maker CFM International is having a
dream run at the ongoing air show having
secured orders and commitments for more
than 1,150 LEAP engines during the first
three days of the show.

Electric Alice is Ready and Waiting

Euroflir 610 Unveiled

Israeli start-up Eviation showed off its allelectric airliner Alice at the Paris Air Show
and said a US carrier has already placed an
order. Company CEO Omer Bar-Yohay said
Alice is the first of its kind in the world.

The Euroflir 610 unveiled at the ongoing air
show reflects the state-of-the-art in
electro-optical systems worldwide, calling
on advanced technologies developed in
Europe. Based on Euroflir™ 410...

JPNA Places Order for Subaru Bell
412EPX

P&W GTF Engine Fuel Savings Exceed
$270M

Japan National Police Agency (JPNA) has
placed the first order for a Subaru Bell
412EPX, Bell Helicopter and Subaru
Corporation announced at the ongoing
Paris Air Show.

Pratt & Whitney GTF engine customers
collectively have saved more than 150
million gallons of fuel valued at $270 million
USD, while avoiding 1.5 million tonnes of
carbon emissions since the engine...

Airseas Signs Deal with "K" Line

Ansat to get Austrian Medical
Modules

Airseas, an Airbus spin-off, has signed a
20-year agreement with giant shipowner
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha Ltd. ("K" Line) to

The Russian Helicopters Holding Company
(part of Rostec State Corporation) and an
Austrian company Air Ambulance

install and service one ship with a Seawing,
an automated kite....

Technology signed a cooperation
agreement. The parties agreed on joint
development...
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